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Abstract
Major improvements and new challenges will arise from the availability of new Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) in the next decades. In particular, Satellite Based Augmentation systems (SBAS) meet
the high accuracy, integrity and continuity levels required for safe critical applications, such as civil aviation
radionavigation. The European SBAS contribution is called EGNOS (Global Navigation Overlay Service)
which after more than six years of system development is expected to be ready for the final certification
phase by the end of 2005.
Conventional air radionavigation in continental airspace uses ground based navigation aids. Conse-
quently, the system is inflexible regarding the en-route structure and airport departure or approach pro-
cedures. In addition, these facilities have a significant cost and an expensive maintenance program which
small airports or aerodromes cannot afford. On the other hand, EGNOS will provide improved procedures
at almost no cost for the airport authority in locations where instrumental navigation is poor or even not
existing.
This work contains a feasibility study of new EGNOS departure and approach procedures in small
aerodromes where currently instrumental radionavigation is not possible. Particularly, the study focuses on
the regional aerodrome network of Catalonia (Spain), whose characteristics are varied enough to make the
benefits of the study representative. For instance, opportunities for new users such as fire extinguishing and
rescue services as well as potential business development (like small regional passenger or cargo operators)
are pointed out. In addition, this study remarks safety, environmental and operational advantages that
satellite navigation will provide to civil aviation.
1 Introduction
The whole society is being largely influenced with
the introduction of the Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS). Although the American Global
Positioning System (GPS) was first initialized in
early 80’s, widely used civilian applications became
popular in last decade, in conjunction with new
miniaturized and embedded electronics and high
computer processor speeds. Thus, plenty of disci-
plines are currently beneficiating with GNSS tech-
nologies such as land vehicle navigation and track-
ing, marine applications, spacecraft attitude con-
trol, precise time and time interval measurement
applications, surveying applications, geodesy, orbit
determination, etc. [1].
However, in civil aviation GNSS systems are still
playing a secondary role. Civil air transport is con-
sidered as a safety of life application and all systems
involved must verify very high and strict levels of
performance. In this context GPS or GLONASS.
Satellite navigation systems do not meet these re-
quirements and can not be used in all phases of
flight as primary means of navigation. One of the
major drawbacks is the lack of integrity, which
is defined as the ability of the system to provide
timely and valid warnings to the user if it is not
functioning properly. In addition, for some critical
flight phases (such as approaches) these systems
may suffer from poor accuracy or availability too
[2]. In this context, some solutions have been re-
cently developed in order to overcome the problems
of the stand alone use of GPS or GLONASS navi-
gation. With a generic name of Augmentation Sys-
tems these solutions provide GPS and GLONASS
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users with an extra set of information in order
to enhance the whole system performances and
achieve the strict requirements for using them in
civil aviation.
There are three different types of augmentation
systems, basically distinguished in function of the
source which is providing this extra set of in-
formation: Airborne Based Augmentation Sys-
tems (ABAS), Ground Based Augmentation Sys-
tems (GBAS) and Satellite Based Augmentation
Systems (SBAS). At present, SBAS systems are the
ones which are in a most advanced phase of devel-
opment and certification. The first one being de-
veloped, and currently operational is the American
Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) followed
by theEuropean Geostationary Navigation Over-
lay Service (EGNOS) (expected to be fully oper-
ational in 2006) and the Japanese MTSAT Space
Augmentation System (MSAS) (still under devel-
opment). Recently, the Indian government has an-
nounced the future development of its own SBAS
system: the GPS and GEO Augmented Navigation
(GAGAN) [3].
The role of navigation instruments is to assess the
pilot of an aircraft to follow certain routes, which
have been designed to drive the aircraft safely from
one point to another even with bad or zero visi-
bility conditions. During last decades, navigation
in continental airspace has been based on the use
of radionavigation aids spread widely in the terri-
tory resulting in non efficient and inflexible routes.
This is the main cause of flight delays (due to bot-
tle necks in some high overflown aids), environmen-
tal and noise issues and non-economically optimal
routes for airline operators. With the introduction
of computerized avionics and on-board system in-
tegration new solutions arose and the first step into
new navigation techniques was introduced with the
Area Navigation (RNAV). This concept defines new
routes between arbitrary points that do not need to
be placed over any radionavigation aid, providing
more airspace capacity and flexibility. In Europe,
the RNAV introduction is settled as an objective
for all phases of flight. In this context, EUROCON-
TROL (the European organization for the safety of
air navigation [4]) has defined RNAV concept and
satellite navigation systems as the key enablers for
future improvements in terms of safety, efficiency
and/or economy of flight, provided that their im-
plementation is based on a fully co-ordinated, har-
monized, evolutionary and flexible planning process
[5], [6].
One particular, and important, flight phase is the
approach procedure. The Instrumental Landing
System (ILS) is, at present, the conventional sys-
tem most extended and widely used for this pur-
pose. Despite its good performances for low visibil-
ity approaches, only important airports can afford
the cost of installing and maintaining such a sys-
tem. In addition, because of its inherent technol-
ogy, all ILS approaches must be defined as straight
segments aligned with the landing runway, being
this sometimes a problem due to nearby orography
or due to environmental reasons. New satellite nav-
igation systems will override those ILS drawbacks
and it will be possible to define more flexible ap-
proach procedures at almost no cost. Specifically,
with SBAS systems, a new type of Approach with
Vertical Guidance (APV) is at present in standari-
tion process.
This paper describes a feasibility study of new
EGNOS APV approach procedures in small aero-
dromes where currently instrumental radionaviga-
tion is not possible. In particular a specific APV
procedure in Igualada-Odena aerodrome, which is
one of the regional aerodrome network of Catalo-
nia (Spain), has been performed in order to show
the advantages of this kind of navigation. Some
background on aircraft navigation and instrumen-
tal procedure design is given first in this document.
Then the state of the art in APV approaches is
presented as well as the situation of the general
aviation in Catalonia. Finally the Igualada-Odena
APV procedure is described.
2 Background on aircraft naviga-
tion
Air navigation is the process of directing an aircraft
from a certain point to another by means of the own
pilot ability or by using different kinds of navigation
instruments. In civil aviation there are two main
ways to navigate and it is said that an aircraft is
evolving accordingly to certain flight rules:
• Visual Flight Rules (VFR)
• Instrumental Flight Rules (IFR)
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VFR navigation is based on visual references which
the pilot picks from the outside, such as rivers,
mountains, roads, etc. In this type of navigation
almost no instruments are used and, if used, they
are always as complementary means. Therefore,
VFR navigation is strictly bond to certain favor-
able meteorologic conditions (measured in terms
of visibility and minimum separation between air-
craft and clouds) and, as a consequence, its use is
almost completely restricted to private or leisure
aviation. On the other hand, an aircraft flying un-
der IFR rules uses several navigation instruments
which provide the pilot with information for fol-
lowing its trajectory or navigation route with no
need for external visual references. The route to
be followed can not be any trajectory, but one
which has been previously studied by the com-
petent authorities in air traffic management, and
conveniently published to let it be known by the
users of the air space. Particularly, these trajec-
tories are called procedures (for airport departure,
arrival or approach maneuvers) or airways (for the
cruise phase). The design of procedures and air-
ways guarantees obstacle clearance (above moun-
tains, buildings...) by means of a secure enough
flight altitude, as well as the minimum separation
between aircrafts using different procedures or air-
ways in the same zone, and finally, it helps man-
aging and directing the air traffic flow in a better
way in congested areas.
2.1 Conventional radionavigation sys-
tems
Most of the navigation instruments and equipment
which support IFR flights use the radiofrequency
technology and this is why they are called ra-
dionavigation instruments (or equipments). There
are several different radionavigation systems and
the most used world-wide are the Non Direc-
tional Beacon (NDB), the VHF Omnidirectional
Ranger (VOR), the Distance Measurement Equip-
ment (DME), the Instrumental Landing System
(ILS) and the Microwave Landing System (MLS).
It is out of the scope of this document to describe
those systems, which are often called as conven-
tional radionavigation systems and for further de-
tails one can refer to [7]. Essentially, these systems
can be treated as different radiobeacons which give
to the user (the pilot) relevant information about
his relative position to the beacon (which depend-
ing on the beacon can be relative distance or rel-
ative bearing) enabling the definition of different
flight procedures.
Among all these systems ILS and MLS should be
highlighted. Both systems, compared to the other
conventional ones, are designed only for support-
ing the final approach phase in a given runway.
Another important characteristic is that they are
the only ones providing the aircraft with vertical
guidance in addition to the lateral information.
2.2 Satellite radionavigation systems
The generic term Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem (GNSS) include all the systems which allow
for the positioning of an aircraft by means of sig-
nals received from navigation satellites, as well as
the possible (current or future) augmentations to
be applied on these systems. So, GNSS stands for
a great variety of elements, which basically consist
of global constellations of satellites (for instance,
GPS, GLONASS and the future Galileo) and the
necessary augmentations for them to guarantee the
strict security requirements of aeronautical appli-
cations.
The two main GPS augmentation systems (cur-
rently undergoing the implementation phase), are
the Satellite and the Ground Based Augmentation
System (SBAS and GBAS respectively). In Eu-
rope, the augmentation system SBAS is called EG-
NOS (European Geostationary Navigation Over-
lay Service), while in the USA, the equivalent sys-
tem is called WAAS (Wide Area Augmentation
System). More information concerning European
satellite navigation program can be found, for in-
stance, in [8] or [9].
2.2.1 SBAS
An SBAS system provides integrity data and differ-
ential corrections on the GPS or GLONASS signals,
as well as additional positioning signals, broadcast
by Geostationary satellites in order to cover rela-
tively wide areas (continental scale). SBAS systems
are composed of some common elements:
• Reference stations network monitoring
continuously all satellite signals.
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• One or more master stations collecting
and processing data provided by the reference
stations and generating the SBAS messages,
which contain differential corrections and in-
tegrity information.
• Uplink stations which transmit SBAS mes-
sages to Geostationary satellites
• Satellite transponders broadcasting SBAS
messages an giving extra ranging signals
3 Fundamentals on instrumental
procedure design
Conventional navigation, which is based on overfly-
ing a set of radionavigation aids, has shown some
limitations in last years due to the increase of air
traffic. Area Navigation (RNAV) was first intro-
duced in Europe by April 1998 and is considered
as a vitally important contribution to the develop-
ment of an optimal en-route operating environment
in European airspace. Aircraft equiped with suit-
able systems can fly RNAV routes, which are de-
fined beetwen arbitrary waypoints that do not nec-
essarily have to be placed over radionavigation aids
as it happens with conventional navigation. This
technique is possible thanks to new on-board au-
tomated systems that continuously calculates air-
craft’s position from navigation input data coming
from conventional facilities (such as VOR-DME or
DME-DME information) or even GNSS measure-
ments.
3.1 Conventional approach procedures
The final phase of an aircraft arriving into an air-
port is known as the approach phase. Conventional
approaches have been always divided in two groups:
• Non Precision Approaches (NPA): An in-
strumental approach procedure when only lat-
eral guidance is provided.
• Precision Approaches (PA): An instru-
mental approach procedure using lateral and
vertical guidance.
Different radionavigation systems can be used to
define non precision approaches such as NDBs,
VORs, DMEs. Precision approaches can only be
designed using ILS or MLS systems because of the
need for the vertical guidance.
All instrumental approaches have the so called
landing minimums which have been established for
each approach at a given airport and can vary from
runway to runway. Factors which affect these min-
imums include the type of approach equipment in-
stalled, equipment on board the aircraft, runway
lighting, aircraft landing airspeed and obstacles in
the approach or missed approach paths. Approach
landing minimums contain both minimum visibil-
ity1 and minimum altitude requirements that are
needed to finish the approach and land into the air-
port. If those minimum requirements are not meet
pilot must execute a missed approach procedure.
In non precision approaches altitude requirements
are specified with a minimum descent altitude
(MDA) which the pilot must remain until the
missed approach point (MAPt) is reached. After
the MAPt the pilot must continue the approach
visually or execute a missed approach.
On the other hand, precision approaches, since they
are providing vertical guidance, specify only a deci-
sion height or altitude (DH or DA) where the deci-
sion of continue the approach visually or start the
missed approach procedure must be taken. If stan-
dard equipment is used and no penalizing obstacles
are found in the approach path, there exist three
types of landing categories in function of the preci-
sion approach equipment performances and related
values are given in table 1.
3.2 APV approaches
Although RNAV navigation is more flexible and ef-
ficient it gives only lateral guidance, so only non
precision approaches can be defined using that
concept. In order to overcome that drawback,
in November 2002 a new approach definition was
adopted in addition to the existing Non Precision
Approaches and Precision Approaches. The new
approach procedure is known as APproach with
Vertical Guidance (APV) which is defined by an
instrument procedure which utilizes lateral and ver-
tical guidance but does not meet the requirements
1Visibility is measured in terms of the Runway Visibility
Range (RVR)
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Category DA/DH RVR Flying mode
CAT I DA ≥ 200 ft above terrain > 800m Manual or automatic flight
CAT II DH ≥ 100 ft > 400m Manual or automatic flight
CAT III DH ranging from 100 ft to 0 ft < 400m Automatic flight
Table 1: Landing categories for conventional precision approaches
established for precision approach and landing op-
erations. APV approaches can be achieved using
RNAV systems (giving lateral guidance) in con-
junction with vertical guidance provided by a baro-
metric source. Nevertheless APV approaches give
a significant difference when navigation informa-
tion is provided by GNSS systems, which provide
directly lateral and vertical guidance (such as an
SBAS system).
Table 2 shows different APV approach perfor-
mances in function of the system employed. Figures
of Navigation System Error (NSE), Flight Techni-
cal Error (FTE) and Total System Error (TSE) are
given. TSE is the global error figure taking into ac-
count the navigation aid error (NSE) plus the error
due to piloting deviations (FTE).
It should be noted that APV-I and APV-II ap-
proaches, based on GNSS systems are the ones
offering better performances, similar to those re-
quired to execute an ILS CAT-I approach. The
main difference remains on less vertical guidance
accuracy for APV approaches compared with ILS
ones. To summarize, the main advantages of
APV approaches, compared with Non Precision
Approaches, are:
• Low cost implementation
• Lower angle of descent during final approach
• Lower operation minimas
• Safety improvement due to provided vertical
guidance
• More accurate lateral guidance
• More flexibility when designing the projected
ground procedure:
– Environmental improvement
– Possibility to design procedures in moun-
tainous areas
– Better air space management
In front of Precision Approaches, APV advantages
are mainly the low cost of implementing the proce-
dure (ILS or MLS systems are much more expen-
sive and for instance APV SBAS approaches does
not need any facility to be installed on ground) and
the flexibility in the trajectory. On the other hand,
APV approaches does not meet the accuracy re-
quired for CAT-I, CAT-II and CAT-III operations
which are required in very degraded meteorological
conditions.
4 State of the art in APV ap-
proaches
The official and standardized methodology to de-
sign any given procedure is published by the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in the
Volume II of the document 8168. Procedures for
Air Navigation Services - Aircraft Operations [10].
It provides basic guidelines to States or organiza-
tions in charge of designing instrument flight proce-
dures. The corresponding material specifically des-
ignated to flight operators, including flight crews
can be found in Volume I of the same publication
[11].
At present only RNAV depart and approach pro-
cedures are published, enabling therefore only non
precision approaches if SBAS navigation is used.
However some draft material from the Obstacle
Clearance Panel (OCP) meetings is available. The
OCP is the ICAO technical group of qualified ex-
perts in charge of defining the standards published
in Doc 8168 and eventually propose amendments
or recommendations. OCP fourteenth meeting was
mainly devoted to define the rationale for the new
SBAS APV Obstacle Clearance criteria. These
criteria is based on a ILS accuracy equivalency
method and is justified in [12]. Therefore new ap-
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Types of APV approaches
Equipment type Lateral Perfor-
mances
Vertical performances
Lateral: RNAV
(DME/DME)
NSE: not defined NSE: not defined
Vertical: BARO-
VNAV
TSE: 0.3NM FTE: equivalent to a non-precision
approach (246 ft)
Lateral: RNAV
(GNSS)
NSE: 220m (95%) NSE: not defined
Vertical: BARO-
VNAV
TSE: 0.3NM FTE: equivalent to a non-precision
approach (246 ft)
Lateral: RNP Variable in function
of RNP
NSE: not defined
Vertical: BARO-
VNAV
FTE: equivalent to a non-precision
approach (246 ft)
GNSS with APV-I
performances
NSE and TSE equiv-
alent to an ILS LLZ
NSE: 20m (95%) 50m (limit)
FTE: equivalent to an ILS GS
GNSS with APV-II
performances
NSE and TSE equiv-
alent to an ILS LLZ
NSE: 8m (95%) 20m (limit)
FTE: equivalent to an ILS GS
Table 2: Different types of APV approaches
proach procedures such as APV will adopt the ILS-
look alike concept, giving to the pilot equivalent in-
dications of aircraft vertical and lateral deviations
in the same fashion that is done with the ILS sys-
tem. On the other hand, document [13] contains
the SBAS APV approach criteria proposed to be
included in the future in Doc 8168.
Meanwhile, EUROCONTROL has financed the de-
velopment of an utility capable of calculating the
using the provisional criteria proposed in different
OCP. this utility [14] allows the automatic assess-
ment for the required Obstacle Clearance Criteria
in the final approach phase of an APV procedure.
5 General aviation in Catalonia
Catalonia is located in the north-east of the Iberian
Peninsula and covers an area of approximately
32.000 square kilometers, with a population slightly
above six million people. It is one of the au-
tonomous communities of Spain, having its own
governing body: the Generalitat de Catalunya.
Catalan Airport’s plan document [15] describes the
general guidelines for adequate zoning, planing and
development of the whole airport sector in the
Catalan region. In a first part, this plan gives a
sector diagnosis listing the current airport facili-
ties in Catalonia and pointing out the principal
opportunities and menaces. The second part in-
cludes several recommendations in order to achieve
the final airport network, which is divided in five
different levels or sub-networks in function of the
airport/aerodrome size and installed facilities.
Regarding the first document of the Catalan Air-
port’s plan, where the situation of the aeronautic
sector is analyzed, the following important conclu-
sions are driven:
• Commercial aviation health is considered ac-
ceptable, if major future plans for main coun-
try airports such as Barcelona, Girona and
Reus airports are taken into account. How-
ever, regular commercial services should be de-
veloped in other airports.
• On the other hand, general aviation is in a seri-
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ously worrying situation due to its underdevel-
opment. In addition, it is stated that this kind
of aviation constitutes the base of the whole
aeronautic sector.
General aviation is defined as all those aerial activ-
ities with the exception of passenger or cargo trans-
port. Thence, we can identify four main sectors in
general aviation:
• Aerotaxi (business aviation)
• Air works activities (such as public services,
aerial photography, etc.)
• Private and sportive aviation
• Aeronautics outreach and training
One of the major issues that is currently stopping
the development of general aviation in secondary
Catalan aerodromes is the lack of IFR procedures
that would enable all weather operations. If no
satellite navigation methods were available, but an
IFR procedure was to be implanted in some aero-
drome or airport, conventional procedures (preci-
sion or not precision) would have to be designed.
In either case, the installation of a ground-based
equipment, such as radio aids, would be required.
This would unavoidably lead to a considerable eco-
nomic investment, being much bigger for precision
than for not precision procedures. Consequently,
the implementation of RNAV and/or APV proce-
dures in the Catalan network of airports, especially
in secondary aerodromes, would yield remarkable
improvements. Not only would it provide particu-
lar aerodromes with currently inexisting IFR proce-
dures, but it would do it with practically no invest-
ment infrastructures. Obviously, some on board
equipment would have to be adapted to the new
navigation and IFR method, but this is not a seri-
ous drawback, inasmuch as it is a necessary expense
when implementing conventional methods as well.
6 Case of study: the Igualada-
Odena aerodrome
A joint cooperation between the Politechnic Uni-
versity of Catalonia (UPC) and the firm PILDO
Geographic coordinates of the aerodrome
reference point
Latitude N 41o 39′o, 16.01′′
Longitude E 1oo, 35′ 2.27′′
UTM coordinates of the aerodrome refer-
ence point (UTM-31)
X 387.934
Y 4.604.664
Elevation of the aerodrome reference point
elevation 330 m
Magnetic declination, date and annual vari-
ation
3o 08′ - 01/01/86 - -7.9
Table 3: Situation of the Igualada-Odena aero-
drome
Labs enabled the design of an experimental APV
procedure, using draft material published in [13]
in a particular aerodrome of the Catalan regional
aerodrome network. In particular, the Igualada-
Odena aerodrome, which is considered at present
as a sports aviation aerodrome, was selected. This
field is located at 3 km east of Igualada town, which
is at about 50km km to Barcelona (Spain). Figure
1 shows a picture of the aerodrome, and table 3
contains aerodrodrome’s specific data.
Figure 1: View of the Igualada-Odenas´ aerodrome
The aerodrome has a main asphalt runway (denom-
inated as 15-35) with a length of 900 meters by 15
meters wide. This kind of runway is suitable for
small to medium aircraft devoted to general avia-
tion and/or regional transportation. Only few vi-
sual aids are available, such as basic runway marks
and wind socks. In addition, at present, no IFR op-
erations are defined in the aerodrome and the clos-
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est conventional radionavigation facility is Sabadell
VOR (SLL) which is located at more than 50 km
from the field. Therefore, it is almost impossible
to define IFR procedures in the aerodrome except
those based on GNSS navigation.
Finally, just point out that the aerodrome have
some facilities, such as a
refueling service, a small control tower (even if cur-
rently no control
services are available), fire extinguishing facilities
and various types of hangars. In addition there
is enough free space next to the runway which will
permit the construction of an aircraft apron or even
a little passenger or cargo terminal. Thence, the
airport has the minimum infrastructure in order to
enable general aviation activities but on the other
hand it has the handicap that no IFR operations
can be defined due to the lack of radionavigation
infrastructure nearby. With only VFR operations
it is very difficult to establish any general avia-
tion activity due to the impossibility to operate
in the aerodrome during degraded weather condi-
tions. So, therefore almost no general aviation ac-
tivities are based in Igualada-Odena, except from
those devoted to private or sportive aviation. This
is why this particular scenario was chosen in order
to demonstrate the benefits that APV procedures,
based on SBAS navigation, could offer.
7 The APV procedure in
Igualada-Odena
Obstacle clearance is the primary safety consider-
ation in developing instrument procedures. Each
segment in a procedure has an associated protec-
tion area. Normally this area is symmetrical on
both sides of the intended track and specific ob-
stacle clearance must be provided in the area. The
specific width of the areas and the minimum obsta-
cle clearance altitude vary in function of the type
o procedure (depart, arrival, approach, en route...)
or even in function of the nature of the segment
considered (for example an initial or intermediate
segment in an approach procedure) and in function
of the sensor being used for flying the procedure
(VOR, DME, GNSS...).
Special attention must be given in designing final
approach procedures where a value of the Obsta-
cle Clearance Altitude or Height (OCA/H) may be
computed in order to assess the publication of the
Minimum Descend Altitude (MDA) for non pre-
cision approaches or de Decision Altitude/Height
(DA/H) for precision approaches. In other words,
the OCA/H is the lowest altitude or the lowest
height above the elevation of the relevant runway
threshold of the acrodrome used in establishing
compliance with appropriate obstacle clearance cri-
teria.
For the Igualada-Odena aerodrome the EGNOS
based APV-RNAV procedure approach was de-
signed following current RNAV guidelines [16] and
draft criteria published by the ICAO Obstacle
Clearance Panel [13]. Despite the great advantages
of such procedure in front of existing ones in the
aerodrome the obstacle clearance altitude (OCA)
obtained was still too high due to obstacles located
in the approach path. A refined procedure using,
for instance, curved approach criteria may help to
improve significantly the OCA. Figure 2 show the
vertical profile obtained for the APV procedure in
Igualada-Odena aerodrome.
Figure 2: Vertical profile of the APV procedure in
Igualada-Odena aerodrome
The procedure was completed by designing the in-
termediate and initial segments, as well as omnidi-
rectional arrivals sectorization, where the FAA’s2
Terminal Arrival Area (TAA) concept was adopted.
The TAA is usually divided into three sectors in
function of the arrival direction: straight-in, left
base and right base. If necessary, these may be
sub-divided by step-down arcs with different mini-
mum altitudes. The final TAA for Igualada-Odena
used this kind of sectorization in the straight in area
because of the presence of high mountainous area
in the north of the aerodrome. Thus a a Terminal
arrival altitude of almost 2700 m was imposed in
the outer part of the straight in sector and a step
down arc 10 NM from the initial approach fix was
allowed to a minimum altitude of 1800 m. Left and
2Federal Aeronautics Administration
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right base areas had a minimum altitude of 1800
m as well. Figure 3 shows the obtained procedure
and the Terminal Arrival Area designed.
Figure 3: Terminal Arrival Area
8 Conclusions
This paper gives an overview of the future utiliza-
tion of SBAS systems in civil aviation. In particu-
lar, new navigation concepts such as RNAV nav-
igation or APV approaches are presented. Fur-
thermore the advantages of using this kind of tech-
nology in general aviation are highlighted, such as
security enhancements in aerodromes (IFR proce-
dures are more secure than VFR ones) and the pos-
sibility of all-weather operations. Thus, SBAS IFR
operations will be one of the key enablers for boost-
ing the implantation of new regional and general
aviation activities (aerial works, specialized cargo,
pilot and crew formation...) in secondary airports,
which can not afford the expensive cost of conven-
tional navigation means. It should be underlined
here that these improvements are fully compatible
with environmental preserving measures and sus-
tained development criteria, due to its high level of
flexibility as well as the intelligent uses which can
be derived of such navigation procedures.
In this work, a feasibility study of new EGNOS
APV approach procedures in a particular aero-
drome of the Catalan network is performed and an
experimental APV approach and a Terminal Ar-
rival Area is designed. Despite being the results
very encouraging the obstacle clearance height ob-
tained for the designed procedure is a bit high due
to obstacles located in the surrounding areas. Fur-
ther work may deal with the design of curved ap-
proaches which are in fact possible using SBAS
navigation, but are still in preliminary certification
phase.
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